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By Esther ZuckermanUpdated on 12/13/2019 at 17:01Just Idris Elba as a cat | YouTubeJust Idris Elba as a cat | YouTubeDecember 20 will be an important day at the cinema. Of course, this is the day Star Wars: Episode IX comes out. But for her share of the box office, there will be another title - a title that's quite ready
to appeal to a whole host of people: a music nerd, a stepmother of aficionados, swifties. They're cats. What are Cats? It's a more complicated question than you think. Take a bowl of warm milk, a little cat soft and settle in when we tell you everything you need to know. Cats are mental. Cats are the plane of existence.
The Cats, a musical written by Andrew Lloyd Webber based on the song T.S. Eliot, which opened in London in 1981, became the fourth most successful show on Broadway, capturing the hearts of millions, while the most puzzled. From 1982 to 2000, it initially ran in New York, but was revived in 2016. There's going to
be a movie in December. What is cats about? It's an over the question. What is cats about? Tony Kushner offers the simplest explanation in his mastery Of Angels in America: Cats! It's about cats! They eat cats! You're going to love it! That's right! It's about cats. Seriously, is there a conspiracy? Somehow? Cats introduce
their audience to a bunch of Jellicle cats who live in a dump, which have funny names like Mungojerrie and Shimbleshanks. Most of the musical consists of kites that tell the audience high fairy tales with their co-workers with more lyasing songs. So, for example, you learn that Rum Tum Tum Tugger is a curious cat and
Oh! I've never been as smart as the magical Mr. Mistoffelees. These cool cats are all at the Jellicle Ball preash the older countrycat Old Deuteronomy, where one will raise on the Heaviside Layer on a giant gum. What is Heaviside Layer? Cat heaven? That's really vague. We know there's one cat grizabella glamour cat
who wants this opportunity, but other cats think she's too old or something. She still sings Memory, one song everyone knows, and everyone else is reeusing it for her, because she's, you know, been through a lot. If you're not familiar, here's the synopsis cats-We're cat cats cats, this is us-This is lena-This fucks-One is a
fallen woman?? -Fat one-Old one-Evil cat who also FUCKS-This one likes trains-A wizard cat!-Slut cat eats so well to die, but it's cool-CATS!- Alicia Kraft (@TheAliciaKraft) March 11, 2019 This sums up, tbh. I think you mean mau. Okay, you got me. Has there ever been a movie? Actually, yes. In 1998, a recorded
version of the stage was released, recorded in direct video. But that's not it. Did this movie have Taylor Swift or use digital fur technology??? No. That's not it. So who's directing this big new movie? That would be Tom Hooper, the British director who won an Oscar for A speech, but his greater competence would be his
work, which would helm an adaptation of Les Misérables, another bombastic performance from the British invasion of Broadway. In the 1980s, Broadway was imbued with epic-in-scale shows originating from London by producer Cameron Mackintosh.Frankly, one of my favorite fun tricks is to just pull up IMDb and list the
cast of Cats, just because the collection of names is such a deliciously random, wonderful mix of acting legends, pop stars, and comedians. First you want to know who's going to sing The Memory? That would be Oscar-winning Jennifer Hudson, who plays Grizabello.Let's move on: Let's start with acting royalty. Although
old deuteronomy is usually played by men, here the state's older cat will be ordered by none other than Judi Dench. Fellow Brit Ian McKellan is a Gus Theatre Cat who, like McKellan, had a historic career on stage. Jason Derulo is Rum Tum Tugger, a cat that can only be described as sexy. Taylor Swift -- known as a pop
star and feline lady -- will be Bombalurina, who sings about Macavity the Mystery Cat, a renowned criminal embodied by Idris Elba. Rebel Wilson and James Corden are Jennyanydots and Bustopher Jones respectively, while former New York ballet dancer Robert Fairchild Munkustrap, a cat who explains what the hell is
going on. Do any of these people have a history with the Cats? Funny to ask: Dench actually wanted to play Grizabella in her first London production, but the injury prevented her from taking part. She once told the audience: 'I went to see her and thought, 'I'm glad I wasn't in this.' It's an incredibly shable choice of words,
but it seems to have changed. Before we even had an idea of what the hell was going to happen, broadcast member Idris Elba told The Hollywood Reporter that he wouldn't be a leotard, but that the way they visually make cats into people would not be seen before. Thanks to Universal's presentation at CinemaCon, we
now have some more details. And they. Are. Wild. Let's break this down. Cats in cats will trick the size of real cats. That means the landscape is very large, as evidenced by the insuad A Look Inside featurette, which was released Wednesday before the first trailer descent. You see, for example, Rebel Wilson is
approaching the big gates! Because cats are small and the door is big! But cats themselves don't look like real cats, instead haunting human-feline hybrids created by motion capture and digital fur technology. These are people, but they are cats and it kind of blows my mind, James Corden said. Ask and receive. The first
trailer was released on July 18, 2019 at approximately 17.m EST and the world has been changed forever. Right now, we've learned that in the universe, Universal's cats have human faces and fingers. Some people wear shoes. Female You've got tits. It all results in the craziest footage I've ever seen in my life. Honestly,
I haven't, and I'll never recover. Moreover, it looks a lot like the movie, except for the ballerina Cat Victoria, played here by dancer Francesca Hayward, seems to get more of an actual twist. I don't know. I'm not feeling well. I'm glad you asked. The second trailer includes Jason Derulo shouting, Milk. Is that good enough
for you? Hahaha. No. Taylor Swift and Andrew Lloyd Webber have written a new song for the film -- with the implied goal of getting the original Oscar nomination. (It's hit the Cats its only Golden Globe nod, so it's something at least.) The melody is called Beautiful Ghosts and you can hear Swift singing it herself upstairs.
Does he use a British accent for certain words? Hell, yes. It is performed on screen by Francesca Hayward, who plays Victoria, our guide to the world of the macho existing crisis. I really don't know what to tell you. It's the kind of effect cats have on humans. It's also kind of magical and funny thanks to Webber's blistan
score and impressive choreography. Once again, it's unclear what this film will look like, but if it catches any bizarre, overtaking movements, Hooper will be on the right track. Fine. When can I see her? December 20, 2019. Meow. Sign up here for our daily Thrillist email address and subscribe here to our YouTube
channel to get your correction best in food/drink/entertainment. Esther Zuckerman is a senior entertainment writer at Thrillist. Follow her on Twitter @ezwrites. Broadway fans don't have to feel helpless anymore. A live version of Hamilton is now available for streaming on Disney+. Although the cast of this stage
production is played by actors such as Christopher Jackson and Daveed Diggs, he also plays the writer behind the musical as one of the roles. Lin-Manuel Miranda and Hamilton shows | Gladys Vega/Getty Images Lin-Manuel Miranda is the master of Tony Award-winning musical ,'Hamilton' Rap musical about the fathers
of the founders? At first, it might seem a little sh butt. Thanks to Lin-Manuel Miranda, the writer behind this musical makes sense. Hamilton made his Broadway debut on Broadway in 2015. This production has become a global sensation, earning some Tony awards and recognition from former President Barack Obama,
Prince Harry, the Duke of Sussex and, eventually, the Walt Disney Company. This wouldn't be the first time Lin-Manuel Miranda has had a musical on Broadway. He previously had a show called In the Heights available to theater lovers, which will be available as a film musical later in 2020. Lin-Manuel Miranda was a
member of the original cast, as the title character, When this musical premiered on Broadway, included Lin-Manuel Miranda as one of the actors. In this production, he killed the character Alexander Hamilton, the founder in charge of the national bank, shot during a duel with Aaron Burr. The character performs songs
such as My Shot, Alexander Hamilton, and Aaron Burr, cheese, each of which holds millions of streams on Spotify. Although his fate may be regrettable, his legacy lives through his wife, Eliza, who tells his story. Lin-Manuel Miranda appears in Disney+ exclusive clip 'Hamilton' Fans can listen to hamilton's soundtrack,
including songs from Lin-Manuel Miranda on streaming platforms such as Apple Music and Spotify. More recently, a recording of the musical has joined the Disney+ library. This exclusive gives viewers the best seat in the house, as well as access to interviews and a new trailer. Of course, this is a performance with LinManuel Miranda as the title character, although there are also members of shows such as Christopher Jackson (voice of Moana's father,) and Daveed Diggs (a member of the team at Pixar's Soul.) I'm so proud of how beautiful tommy kail brought Hamilton to the screen. He gave everyone who watches this film the best
seat in the house, Lin-Manuel Miranda said, according to Variety. I am so grateful to Disney and Disney+ for reimagining and moving our release until July 4 this year, in light of the world turning upside down. The stage production of Hamilton Lin-Manuel Miranda is now available on Disney's streaming platform, as are
musicals such as The Sound of Music, Annie and Newsies. To learn more about Disney+ and subscribe, visit their website. RELATED: 'Alexander Hamilton' from 'Hamilton' has more Spotify Streams Than This New Song From Beyoncé RELATED: Are the Live-Action and Animated Versions of 'Beauty and the Beast' on
Disney+? How subscribers celebrate the upcoming gaston sequence and Lefou's introduction
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